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ELECTRONIC GROUND STATE OF IRON-ACCEPTOR PAIRS IN SILICON
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ABSTRACT

Iron-acceptor inpurity pairs, consisting of a positively charged iron ion
trapped on an inÈerstitial site in the vicinity of an ionized accePtor, in
sil-icon were observed by electron paramagnetic resonance for all comnon accep-
tor dopants (B, A1, Ga, In). The Zeeman splittíngs of these pairs, to which
both spin and orbital momenta contribuÈe, cover the range between 1.1 and 6.4.
Àn interpretation of these spectroscopic sPlitting facÈors is presented, which
considers Èhe effects of the crystal field -,of cubic, axial, or lower symne-
try - gnd of spin-orbit inÈeraction on the 4F Sround sEate of the iron ion in
a (3d)/ configurat.ion. It is concluded that the apparent quenching of the
orbital angular momentum is not due to a dynamical Jahn-Teller effect, nor due
to hybridization. Rather, it is proposed that a significant reduction, by
about 802, of the orbital magnetism arises from covalency.

INTRODUCTION

Electronic staEes associated with transition netal impuritiea in silicon
are presently attractíng much attention. The interest in these complexes is
stimulated by Èhe intriguing interactions between the d-eLectrons on the
transition metal impurity and the s- and p-valence electrons of the host.
Significant progrêss in the theoretical understanding was obtained recently by
solving the wave equation using the Greents function mêthod in self-consis-
Èent spin-unrestricted all-electron calculations [1]. Às regards expêrinental
research, the ENDOR technique, which can yield a rrealth of information on
inpurity and ligand hyperfine interactions, nade the main contribution.^Exten-
sive investigations of neutral interstitial iron' gonfíguration (3d)8, ald
positive intèrstitial titanium, configuration (3d)3, were reported [2,3].
These studies have revealed interesting compl"exities in the charge distribu-
tion and resulting spin interactions' which are related to the nany-electron
character. The paramagnetic g-values of iron-accepÈor pairs contain substan-
tial conÈributions fron the orbital angular momenta. An analysis of these
spectroscopic splitting factors therefore provides information on the spatial
extenÈ of the wavefunction.

Iron-acceptor pairs in silicon consist of a positively charged iron ion,
on an interstitial lattice site, in the vicinity of a negative substitutional
acceptor. In the simplest nodel, the paramagnetism of Èhe pair arÍqes from the
three unpaired electrons of the iron inpurity' which is in a (3d)/ configura-
tion. The spin density on the ionized acceptor is small. The iron free-ion
ground state aF is split by the cubic field of the silicon crystal leaving a
aTl state lowest. This isolated iron ground state experiences Èhe field of the
negative accepÈor, which depending on the lattice positions occupied, has
trigonal or loweg symetry. lÍith additional spin-orbit interaction the twelve-
fold degenerate aT1 level will eventually split into 6 doublets. These inter-
actions are schematically, not to scale, depicted in figure l. ElecÈron para-
nagneÈíc resonance, which is performed in the lowest of these doublets, can be
described uiÈh an effective spin J=1/2. The resonances are characterized by
raÈher uncommon g-values as the resulÈ of the complicated scheme of inter-
actions on the electrons participating. Resonances have been observed for all
iron-acceptor pairs - boron [4,5], aluminum [6], gallium [4] and indium [4] -
and also for two other cornplexes, labell-ed A27 [7] and À28 [7], which appear
to have a similar elecÈronic structurê. g-Values are given in the tables I and
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ion Íicld fictd firld (o.rpting íictd Figure 1. Energy-level diagram for
the (3d)/ Fe*-ion.

II. It is the aim of this paper to extract from the analysis of the g-values a
better undersEandlng of the charge and spln-denslties of the defect electrons.

AXIAL CRYSTAL FIELD

Since several of the pairs exhiblt trlgonal symnetry the effect of a
(11l)-axia1 crystal fiel-d is considered first. Isolated lnterstÍtial iron,
which occupies a cubic T-interstitial site, is automatlcally included as the
special case with Aax*0. Àlso included in the analysis are the FeA111 and
FeIn pairs whích, in addÍtion to a predoninant axial field' experience a
smaLler rhonbic field coraponent. SimilarLy, the centers 427 and 428, whlch
have been observed to be monoclintc, have a marked axíal character. Ïn these
Latter cases an artificial perpendicular g-value 91 is derived by averaging
the actual values of gx and gy. This mean value is-shonn in Èable I; the real
values are given in table II.-

Hanlltonian operators representlng the actions of an axial crystal fÍe1d
(cf), spin-orbít couplíng (so) and nagnetÍc field (mf) are glven by:

Hcf = +Aax(l-U2) (1)

Hso - -aÀï'.3 Q)

tt6 = -cp3È.ï'+2unÈ.3 (3)

The axial crystal field, hrith strength Aax' is taken along the z-direction;
the spin-orbit coupling constant it I. As indicated ín figure 1 these
interactlons will further spliE the aT1 ground state êxisting in the cubic
field. Because of the three-fold orbital degeneracy an effective anguJ.ar
monentum 1r=1 is associated wíth the Tl-state. The Landê factor or which
follows from the transformation properties of the Tl states under the angular
momentud operatorr is given by O=3/2 and deÈermlnes the orbital contribuÈion
to the magnetÍsm. The result of diagonallzing the Ínatrix of H"1+H"o on +T1 was
first reported by Abragam and Pryce [8], uho atso gave the g-values of the
magnetic field splitting, represented by Hmf. Their paraneÈric solution 1s
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suÍnmarized by:

A.* = sÀ( x-2)(x+1) (x+6) /zx(x+Z)

E = al(x+3)/2 (s)

Eil = +2-4(a+211x2-tzx-tz)/(x4+4x3+18x2+24x+24) (6)

8.r = +4{x4+4x3+L6x2+24x+2ax2G+z)l/(x4+4x3+t8x2+24x+24) (7)

For given crystal- field, the paraneter x is obtained by solving the cubic
equation (4). Since for Fet the spln-orbit coupLing constant I is nègative,
Èhe posiÈive root of equation (4) corresponds to the lowest ênergy E' i.e. the
ground staÈe. The g-vaLues are calculated in a straightforward manner from the
equations (6) and (7). Elimination of x between these two equations
establishes a relation beÈween g7 and g,, sti1l as a function of c. For the
theoretical value a=3/2 this rela'tion is-shown in figure 2. Experimental data
for the eight centers considered are also plotted in this figure. A comparison
of the experimental g-values with Èhe caLcuLated ones shows quiÈe poor
agreement. However, the agreêment can be made rather perfect by taking the
liberty of changing the value of c and adopting c=0.3. The centers FeB, FeIn,
A27, and 428 have g-values (gt,g:) close to (2,4). This corresponds to Èhe
familiar case where a stronii iiegative axial field lifts the four-fold
degeneracy of an L=0, S=3/2 spin-quarteÈ and the description of Èhe resonance
in the gróund sEate spin-doublàt with an effective spin J=l/2. However, also
in Èhis-case the sma1l devíations Lg,,=gr-2 and Ag1=g1-4 appear to be signifi-
cant. In figure 3 the g-values nedi ('gr,g'-)-(2,4) Ealculated on the basis of
the theory are shown on an expanded scalê. It is clear that also the centers
FeB, FeIn and A28 require o=(0.3t0.05) for their interpreÈation. once the
Landè factor is fixed on an empirical value, an optinal c=0.3 in the present
case, an alternative plot of the results as presented in figure 4 can be made.
The figure shows that the acceptors boron and indium are fitted by a posiÈíve
axial field in uni.ts of negative 1., whereas the acceptors aluminum and gallium
require an axial crystal fíel-d of the opposite sign. This neandering chemical
trend ís not understood. Numerical resul-ts from the analysis are included in
table I; to calculate Àu* a spin-orblt coupling constant À=-14.3 meV was used
t9]. It nay be emphasized thaE in the adopted way of analyzing the resulte,
two unknown parameters x and c, or alternatively Àu* and c, are derived from
the two parameters gn and 91 taken from the exPeriment. The procedure, if
successful, then resuÍts in exact agreeÍnent. The theory yields a lower limit
for gn neat L,991 as can be seen in figure 3. Center A27, with I =1.96,
deviaÈés too sÈrongly from the axial case to al1ow an interpretation in this
approximation.

Obviously, the empirical choice of the Landê factor needs Justification.
In a first attempt to understand the sna1l vaLue of o,, i.e. the enpirical
o=0.3 replacing the theoreÈical c=1.5, a quenching of the orbital nagnetic
mooent due to the dynamic Jahn-Teller effect may be considered. For isolated
interstitial iron, which has cubic Bynnetry' x=2, the theoretical g-value
e=GO/3)+(2/3)s ranges frorn g=13/3 for c=1.5, without any quenching' to o=0
and g=l}/3 for cornplete quenching of the orbital moment. The experi.nental
value S=3.524 then corresponds to c=0.286 or 812 quenching, as is easily
calculaied, or follows from inspection of figure 2. The reduótion foy Fef was

explained by Ham in terma of tire dynarnic JaËn-Teller effect of the 4Tl lorbi-
tal-triplet ground state [10]. Applying this concePt to the pairs FeGa and
FeA11 one notes that aLso for these centers the successful anal-ysis requires
c"0.3, i.e. an equal degree of quenching. However, Èhe ground sÈate of these
pairs is the E orbital doublet. It is renarkable that the triplet and doublet
statea would have an equal Han reduction factor. Even more surprisingly, the
pairs FeB, FeIn and thê A28-defect have also c:0.3. Since theee cênters have
an A2 singlet ground sÈate no Jahn-Teller instability and quenching is
expected. 0n the basis of these results Èhe dynamical Jahn-Teller mechanisn as

(4)
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Figure 3. Experimental and theoretical Zeeman splitting factors
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Figure 4. Experimental and theoretical Zeeman splitÈing factors gr7 and g1_ as a
function of the axial crystal field, for an effective Landê facto'í c=0.3.

cause of the reduction of c appears unlikely.
Another way of explaining g reduct.ion of o is by hybridization. Besides

lifting the degeneracy of the aF freg ion gTound state, the cubic crystal
field has matrixelementa bet\íeen the 4F and aP excited state wavefunctions.
Sone P-character, derÍved from the 4P t"rr, will be admixed in the 4T1 state.
An improved wavefunction is thus of Èhe forn

U = nFUF+np0p (8)

with the normalization condition n3+n3=t. Àssociated with thi.s hybridized
wavefunction the effective Landè factor'is

o = t.snfr-qfr (e)

It can be shown thaÈ the admixture of P-functions is bound to a naximun of
,13=0.2. Corresponding with this naxímun a lower linit of I is established for
a'. Therefore, hybridization, leading to LgS3/2. may account for a reduction
of c, but its possible effect is too srna11 to explain thê required value
c=0.3. The Lower linit o=l corresponds to an infinite cubic fie1d. In a.more
realistic estlmate a maximum strength of the cubic field equal to tn" 4P-4f
splltting, =1.4 eV [11], may be assumed. The lower limit for c is thereby
raised to crl.4.

Proceeding along similar lines, the effect on the wavefunction by cova-
lent hybridization may be exanined. Though the defect electrons are certainly
strongly localized on the inner 3d-she11 of the transition meÈal impurity,
some silicon ligand q; and p-orbiÈals wiLl be adnixed. This leads to hyperfine
inÈeractions with zvSi nuclei around the center, which experimentally are
observable in nagnetic resonancê. Uslng electron nuclear doubLe resonance
(ENDOR) these hyperfine inÈeractions were measured for a large number of near-
neighbor atoms for Si:Tff [3] and for Si:Fe! [2J. In a recently introduced new
uay of analyzing these^data, taking propêrly account of the many-electron
aapects, an eatimate for the totaL density in sllicon neighbor orbitals of 25

tuAtI FeA tU Fe6o A78 FeB
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Table I. Spect,roscopic and cgystal
silicon. The g-values marked r lrere

field data for Fef-related complexes in
obtained by 

"u"r"glng 
experimentàl data.

Cent,er Ref e- Symmetry
rence

g-Values o

fu81
x A.*

(meV)

Fet
1

;";
Cubic 3,524 0.296

FeAl1
FeAl11
FeGa
FeIn

Trigonal
Trigonal
Rhombic I
Trigonal
Rhombic ï

5
6

6
4
4

2.0676 4.0904
6.389 1.138
5. BB5 L .424*
5.087 2.530
2 ,070 4.09*

o .256 7 .513 -16
0.346 0.318 +43
0.165 0.420 +L7
0.284 0.933 +11
0.256 7 .444 -16

A27
428

Monoclinic
Monoclinic

r.96
2.L5

4.01*
4. 15* o . ioo o .6zg -it

to 407" was obtained [ 3 ] .
not yet been performed. An

tl, = nFeUFe+nSiUSi

aeain normalized bv n? +n?.=t. For the d-orbitals on the iron ion the Landé
fàct.or a6=3/2 .ppli"ë".nàt" spin-orbit coupling constant ÀFe=-14.3 mev t9].
The p-orbitals on the sílicon atons have oo=-1 and for these orbitals ÀSi=-20
meV was estirnated [1,12]. Slnce ÀSi=lF. an effective Lande factor for
equations (2) and (3) rnay be approxlmated by

0 = (3/2)nfr"-n$,

A numerical example with l?* =0.48 results in t,he
Covalency can therefore accouilt in a reasonable hray for
of orbital magnetism.

Unfortunately, for Si : Fef the ENDOR experiment has
LCAO wavefunction is t"pttu""nted by

( 10)

(11)

desired value 0=0.30.
the observed reduction

(r2)

RHOI'BIC CRYSTAL FIELD

In the preceding paragraph the rhombic cênters, and also the monoclLnlc
ones, were forced to behave as axial centers, 1n order to comply with Èhê
requirements of the analysis. However, the analysis can be nade more general
by using the appropriate crystal field potential for the lower-symnetry cen-
Èers. A rhombic crystal fíe1d represented by

Hcf = À.*( L-t;2)+ar6( L|2-1r21

wi1L repl"ace the axíal crystal fíe1d of equation (1). Analytic solutions, as
given in the prevLous paragraph, are no longer avaí1able, but numerical solu-
tions are easily computed. The 6x6 matrix which has to be diagonalized and the
fornulars to calculate the g-values are given Ln reference t61. Again the
number of unknowns to be determined, i.e. A611 41fi and c, equale the nunber of
equations to be satisfled, i.e. for gy, gy and 92. Às a result the unarnbiguous
solutlons as given in table II are obtainêd for the cenÈêrs FeIn, A27 and A28.
The latter center, for which it rÍas not possibJ.e to find a solution in the
axíal approximation, does not present any problem using the generalized crys-
ta1 fteld of equation (12). The analysis of these rhonbic and monoclinic
cenÈêrs confirns thê reduced value c*0.3. For FeA111, which has a large
positive axial field, an exact solution can not be obtained and a best ftt
leaves ambiguities in the crystal field parameters. The parameters as given in
table II, c=0.3, À.*=+66 meV and Àrh=13 neV, resul-t in calculated Ex=L.2AO,



Table II. Spectroscopic
Fe*-related complexes in
the text.

and crystal field data for
silicon. The choice 0=0,3
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rhombic I and monoclinic I
for FeAl11 is discussed in

Center Ref e- Symmet,ry
rence

g-Values
8x By 8z

0 Au* Arh
(meV) (meV)

FeAl 11
FeIn

Rhombic
Rhombic

L .236 L .612 5 .885
3.78 4.40 2.070

0.3 +66 13
0.268 -16 1 .3

A27

A28
Monoclinic I
Monoclinic I

3.24 4.79 L.96
4. 10 4.20 2.L5

0.188 -13
0.360 -18

2.6
0.3

Bv=1.609 and gz=5.885. 0n the other hand, the quite different parameters as
given in reference [6], a=1.5, Áax=+1.579 eV and Arh=0.390 eV resulting in
Bx=!.238, Bv=l.611 and Bz=5.885 give a fít with comparable good agreenênt.
Reversing thó argumenÈ by requi-ring c=0.3, Èhus rejecting c=l.51 the crystal
field parameters of table II are considered preferable.

In sumnary, a mathernaÈical franework, wíth physical background, has been
presented which allows the inÈerpretation of the electronic ground sLate, i.e.
the Zeemaq spliÈting factors, of the inÈerstitial posit.ive Fef-ion, configura-
tion (3d)/, in silicon, either as a cubic isolaÈed impurityi or as parÈ of a
complex in lower symnetry. Crystal fields and spin-orbit interacÈion determine
the ground state properties. The reduction of orbital magnetism to one fifth
is not due to a dynamic Jahn-Teller effect, is possibly to a very small part
caused by intra-atomic hybridization, whereas a significant reduction arises
fron covalency.
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